In Design Education, namely Architecture and Fashion, the final design prototype is intended to be a close facsimile of a final professional design. The materials, the processes, and the delivery are all as similar as possible to how the design would appear in a professional space, editorial image or competition. In Architecture Design Education the final design prototype is simulated, and executed in materials, scales and processes that are very different to the intended built outcome. In Fashion Design Education the final prototype, known as the sample garment, is as close in scale, materiality, and assembly as it can be to a professional outcome. This difference is seldom discussed and presents an illustration of very different approaches to the use of prototype/model in developing proto-practitioners in creative disciplines. Reviewing the key role that making has in design education within the context of the Architecture and Fashion design studios will be discussed as processes that engage experiential methodologies. The process of making Forma is evaluated through the shifting role of exploratory modelling that bridges the relationship between potential client and proto-practitioner. The polemics therefore are within providing a foundational body of knowledge that balances between pragmatics, theory, technologies, design and communication whilst engaging within a shifting social, economic, and political culture. This paper sets out a conversation between the creative and professional expectations of two spheres of Degree Design Education.
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